The world's most advanced video training solution

Dartfish Baseball: Scouting & Developmental Tools
TOP FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Offer your athletes a proven and successful
developmental solution.
Generate additional revenues:
Increase your ability to accurately
communicate.
Attract more premiere talent.
Retain more players.
Share your analysis or breakdown via the
internet, CD-ROM, email or print.
Turn rainy days into "productive"
Video Analysis days.

Easily integrates into your teaching routine.
Seeing is Truly believing:
Speed up the learning process.
Students see their improvement immediately
Track and document your athlete's progress
over time.

"Dartfish is doing incredible things
that are good for Baseball."
Roland Hemond
Longtime Major League Baseball Executive &
Professional

"Dartfish provides an objective
teaching and learning platform. I
have not seen a more complete and
simple to use tool. I consider it as a
vital part of teaching and
communicating the game!"
Greg Riddoch

VISUALIZE AND COMMUNICATE
Finally, Baseball instruction is more than just feeding balls and
explaining the ideal swing. Automatic and instant visual
feedback right on the field starts an effective dialogue between
student and pro. "In-The-Action" captures & communicates full
movement. Video capture can be triggered from a distance
with the use of a remote control so you can maintain your
instructional style & lesson flow.

ANALYZE
Dartfish delivers the ability to see an athlete through controlled
and precise video. Add visual insights and support of your
observation skills through written "on-screen" text. Our
enhanced tools allow you to break down and analyze each key
element of a swing or field movement with precision. It is now
easy to compare swing, delivery, mechanics and arm-slot. Draw
vertical lines, circles, measure angles, magnify key points and
more. Dartfish Video Tools will assist in making you and your
athletes better...quicker. Now you can identify the cause of
player flaws, not just the symptoms!

SHARE
Increase your economic efficiency through our built-in video
sharing system. Dartfish video processing tools can virtually
eliminate the need to travel to view prospects or recruits.
Extend your coaching expertise through innovation. Versatility DartTrainer Pro Suite Software is perfectly suited for Outdoor
or Indoor Training. We also deliver affordable live-editing or
"video index/tagging" allowing you to capture game action.
Create multimedia content, with audio comments, that is
easily shared by e-mail, CD-ROM or over the internet.
One click e-mail format compression and delivery.
Create your own videotapes, CD-ROM's or DVD's for saving
and sharing both practice and match footage.

Former Major League Manager & Baseball Professional

2002 Horizon Sports Technology of the Year Award!
"Dartfish could mean the difference
between being in a slump for two
weeks or cutting it down to two days.
You truly couldn't ask for more...it's
worth it's weight in gold."
Gerald Perry
Major League Hitting Instructor & Former Player
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